REVIEW

Flux Full Pack
It’s a young dynamic company producing a range of dynamic plug-ins with an individual
twist. NEIL WILKES takes a good look at the company’s portfolio in the Full Pack.
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lux is a relatively new player in the higher
end of the plug-in market. Formed in
France in 2005 and going from strength
to strength since then, variants of its plugins are available not only for native VST and Apple
but also for Pro Tools TDM and VS3 for Merging’s
Pyramix. This review looks at the Full Bundle
(€1275) in Native VST form for Windows XP SP2
running Steinberg’s Nuendo 4.2.2 DAW.
Installation and authorisation is very
straightforward for iLok users — we all know the
drill now and the process was completely trouble
free and painless. On launching Nuendo, I found that
everything is located in a Flux subfolder and straight
away saw that there are two different versions of each
tool — a standard version and a dedicated 2-channel
version. You might think that the standard version is
mono but it’s actually multichannel aware, boasting
up to 8 channels of processing. The flexibility of
the surround handling varies from tool to tool, and
is perhaps not as comprehensive as it should be.
In Alchemist, for example, you can elect to link or
unlink all channels, or disengage them from the
sidechain feed, but you have no independent control
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over each channel — the parameters are global and
are not separated out which is a real shame given
that the VST version used here (2.4) is more than
capable of this kind of finesse. Essentially you are
limited to the control of either one channel or any
one grouping of channels alone. The only difference
across the bundle is that Epure, the 5-band EQ, has
a matrix that theoretically allows each channel to be
routed to a group with independent parameter control
but this did not perform as expected for me.
The Full Bundle has every tool that Flux makes
— multiband dynamics, wideband dynamics, EQ and
a limiter. Alchemist is one of the most comprehensive
multiband dynamics processors currently available and
the range of control it imparts is simply astounding.
The input is split into a maximum of 5 bands, all of
which have independent envelope generators and
parameter settings for all the usual things you would
expect such as threshold, ratio, attack and release
but also for some unexpected items, like a hysteresis
setting complete with threshold controls. This is a
wonderful function and allows you to control the
dynamics based upon the dynamics of the input
signal as opposed to the level of the input signal. This
resolution

provides — with some fine tuning — a great way to
get around the often unwanted pumping artefacts that
can occur when compressing a particularly dynamic
section. It’s a bit like having a means to prevent gate
chatter but in a compressor.
Another unusual setting allows you to relax the
compression ratio when a transient kicks in and thus
prevents that sudden ‘kicking in’ of the compressor
when the signal dynamic increases. This is great on a
drum bus for compressing and almost gives a feeling
that the bus is ‘opening up’ at the same time.
The final section is a global one and controls the
transients — pre or post dynamics processing — of
the overall sound. You also get an MS Width control
with a 12dB range — minus values reduce the stereo
width and positive values increase it with the caveat
that the further to the plus side you go the greater
the risk of artefacts. Naturally there are also more
conventional MS operations as well, allowing you
to process either Centre or Side components of
the signal before they get recoded back to stereo
again. This is a global control and is not independent
on each processor in the plug-in. One further
refinement is that parameters from any band can be
copied to any other band with a simple right-click
context menu — nice.
The next surprise is when you realise that each
instance of Alchemist gives you a compressor, an
expander, a de-compressor and a de-expander. With
careful setting up it is quite possible to completely
transform a dull recording that has been badly mixed
into something exceptional. Match this with a clever
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morphing control that allows you to load two different
setups and then create a third effect by dragging a
morphing slider between the two until you get the
balance you want. You can then save the result as a
new setting.
A word of warning here — CPU use is quite
intensive. A single instance here (admittedly across
6 channels) with all options active was using 20%
of my native CPU (a Q6700 Quad Core running at
4x 2.66GHz) and 13% in stereo use. How often
you would need to use all the processors at once is
debatable but it is worth mentioning.
Solera is a wideband unit again consisting of the
same four components as Alchemist (compressor,
expander, de-compressor and de-expander) with the
same control and attention to detail as well. The
metering is also very similar with input level (a
VU meter referenced to -16dBFS), output level, the
dynamics modules summing, the dynamic difference
between In and Out and the level difference between
In and Out levels. There is a Sidechain EQ section with
three bands that can be adjusted from the GUI knobs
or directly in the graphical interface (a nice touch).
The useability of the sidechain itself depends greatly
on your host and the plug-in format being used, with
my VST I was limited to using the internal sidechain
EQ as under VST2.4 sidechaining is complex. If you’re
running in either AU or RTAS, you get a large EX
button that activates the external sidechain.
I really liked this tool — it is a true Swiss army
knife of dynamic processing and can be used almost
anywhere in a mix with great results. I was extremely
pleased when I realised that alongside this the installer
had included all the component versions on their own
with the Pure Compressor, De-Compressor, Expander
and De-Expander to save CPU cycles.
For EQ there is Epure. This is a 5-band device with
five different filter types per band, although I confess I
found this a little more limited than I expected. Maybe
I was spoilt by the thoroughness of the dynamics
processors, but I was disappointed by the absence of
dedicated HPF/LPF control as you need to use up one
of the five filters for this at a fixed 12dB/octave with
no option for anything steeper. There’s only a single
filter type for the main peaking choice — Constant
Q operation is all that is on offer here. But operation
is very smooth and very musical sounding. There’s
+/-24dB of boost and cut with increments as small
as 0.01dB over a range from 5Hz to 22kHz. There is
total overlap across the five bands so you can create
identical settings in every band. This is actually very
useful as I discovered when working on one of the
muddiest bass sounds I have ever heard. The overlaps
allowed me to be extremely surgical on specific
frequencies with very tight Q settings.
There is a fairly complex routing/grouping system
available in the multichannel version of this plug and
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it is implied that you can have separate settings for
each channel or group of channels in use for complete
control over a surround mix. I was able to create
groups of Left/Right, Centre only, LFE and Ls/Rs but
when I tried to set up a group for each channel it did
not work for me.
Rounding off the bundle is the ‘transient designer’type plug-in called Bitter/Sweet. You can reduce or
increase transients in addition to having different
ways of processing the signal — straight ‘normal’
stereo operation or MS settings allowing you to only
process the Mid or the Side components before they
are encoded back to stereo.
All preset handling is done via the custom
interface to proprietary forms, and there is a range
of factory starting points to get you going. In
conclusion, this is a very strong bundle that punches
well above its weight. n

resolution

PROS

Dynamics processors are superb,
offering a wide range of control over
every component of the track; Alchemist
in particular could easily save the day
where a remix is not possible and
the source is somewhat lacking; the
separated Pure components save on
CPU power for more traditional dynamic
control jobs; the price; very intuitive.

CONS

Multichannel handling in general
is inadequate; there are more
comprehensive EQs available; individual
plug-ins are expensive by comparison.

Contact
flux, france:
Website: www.fluxhome.com
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